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Abstract
I introduce a program that can, when given any WAVE-type audio file, write a program that renders, in color, a small
3D model of a city. This is meant to serve as a whimsical visual representation of the song. The long-term goal of
the project is to create models that "look like they sound" (i.e. have a noticeably cohesive relationship between the
audio and visual).

Figure 1: (l) a representation of Beyonce and Shakira’s iconic "Beautiful Liar", viewed from the Southwest,
with BlockSize = 10 B42, and ChunkLength = 1 B42

Introduction

In his seminal text, Audio-vision: Sound on Screen, Michel Chion defines synchresis as "the forming of an
immediate and necessary relationship between something one sees and something one hears" (page 5 of [1]).
There is a certain satisfaction that comes from having what one sees and what one hears make sense together.
While he defines synchresis for the sake of analyzing cinematic sound, the concept can be applied across the
board to all audio-visual mediums. Although we cannot exactly quantify how well something satisfies this



concept, we can attempt to optimize the number and strength of audio-visual correspondences by intuition,
through a process of trial, error, and subjective judgement.

In the music-world, we often equate synchresis with a "1-to-1" relationship between the music and the
image. If we are to try and unpack that mathematically in the context of this project, we could say our domain
is the properties of a piece of music, since that is the program’s input, and our codomain is the properties
of the image that the program creates. While we cannot create a bijective or injective mapping between
properties of the sound and properties of the visual, since there are infinite properties of both and this project
only has discrete capabilities, we can sort of make a surjection between properties of the music and the
changeable components of the image. We can’t account for all of the properties of the music but we can say
that each changeable element of the visual corresponds to at least one sonic component. So in that sense
we can’t create a true "1-to-1" relationship, but I think the sentiment is clear. If we think too hard about it,
it’s not even technically a function at all, because sometimes multiple musical factors are contributing to the
same visual factor. However, I do not think this is a productive line of thought.

Here, I present my current progress in my attempt to create satisfying synchresis between pieces of
music and static visual representations of them as small, colorful cities. I will describe each component of
the current program, and then provide insight into my future plans for this project.

Figure 2: Bach’s "Prelude in C Major", BWV 846, with BlockSize = 10 B42, and ChunkLength = 0.5 B42

The Data Mapping Process

A traditional spectrogram uses the G-axis to denote time, the H-axis to denote frequency, and color or greyscale
value to indicate the amplitude of each frequency at each time-step, usually to a degree of detail that renders
an appearance of continuity. I attempt here to make a more whimsical version of this that accounts for more
factors than just plain-old frequency and amplitude. This is a program written in MATLAB that writes an
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OpenSCAD program.
Let us begin by orienting ourselves in a virtual song-city-space congruent to the typical spectrogram

orientation. If you need help visualizing this, you can refer to any of the figures for examples. Imagine that
you are standing at the Southwest corner of a perfectly rectangular piece of land designated as a song-city.
If you travel North, you will be traveling into higher frequency bands of the song. If you travel East, you
are traveling forwards in the time dimension. The number of blocks North of you represents the number
of frequency bands taken into account in the program. For the sake of this paper, this will always be 7:
Sub-bass (0− 60�I), Bass (60− 250�I), Low Mids (250− 500�I), True Mids (500− 2000�I), High Mids
(2000 − 4000�I), Presence (4000 − 6000�I), and Brilliance (6000 − 20000�I).

The number of blocks to the East of you represents the length of the piece of music in seconds divided
by a variable we define as BlockSize. This is a user-defined variable representing the length in seconds each
city block indicates we define at the top of the program, and it is currently not dependent on the piece of
music. In each figure included in this paper, I list both the BlockSize and the ChunkLength (explained later)
used in each rendering.

Every block is either a building or a park. If it is a building, the average amplitude for that particular
frequency-time block is what determines the height of the building, thus creating a "pixelated" spectrogram
of sorts. Each building with a height taller than a predetermined threshold is populated with evenly spaced
windows in a function dependent on the height of the building. Currently, there is no other variation in the
way the windows are placed.

While more factors will be accounted for in future versions, for each block there are currently only three
main sonic factors being taken into account:

• Average Amplitude
• Most Prominent Note
• Variation Coefficient

I will now discuss each of these separately and how they apply to characteristics of the buildings.

Average Amplitude
For each time block, I used an FFT process leftover from an old homework assignment for a Computational
Neuroscience Class I took with Wim Van Drongelen, that results in a filtered audio signal represented by a
vector of numbers for each frequency band. So each "block" has it’s own little clip of flitered audio. I then
very simply just took the mean of the absolute value of all of the numbers in each vector to find the average
amplitude for that block, which ends up being directly proportional to building height.

Most Prominent Note
Obviously in order to find the name of the most prominent note in each filtered audio clip, we have to find
the fundamental frequency of the clip. This is easy to do, because the FFT process included finding a vector
listing the amplitudes of each frequency for the clip. So we just find the maximum value in that vector. There
we have it! Our fundamental frequency.

However, I wanted to figure out which note each fundamental frequency was closest to. So, the program
takes the lowest C frequency (C0, at 16.35 Hz), and steps through each octave by seeing if the value is higher
than the lowest C note of the octave and lower than the highest C note of the octave. The formula to find the
minimum and maximum values for each octave is as follows (where "OctaveIndex" is the traditional numeric
representation of which octave we’re in):

�min = �0 × (2OctaveIndex−1).
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and
�max = �0 × (2OctaveIndex).

Whichever OctaveIndex turns out to be the correct one for our note gets stored as OctaveOfProminent.
To find which note in the octave is the most prominent, we then step through a vector of the frequencies of
the bass notes (C0, C0, D0, ...) to find which pair of adjacent notes surround our note.

FreqNote Below = FreqCurrent Bass Note × (2OctaveIndex−1).

and
FreqNote Above = FreqNext Bass Note × (2OctaveIndex−1).

When we strike gold, we then compare to see which of the two notes it’s between are closer and report
the note!

At the beginning of the program, I created a 2 by 12 matrix with building colors in one column and
window colors on the other, assigned in the order of the notes from C to B (somewhat arbitrarily, for now).
These colors are taken from OpenSCAD’s library of colors that have names.

C Gold Maroon
C♯ SlateGray Black
D LimeGreen Lavender
E♭ BlueViolet Coral
E Orange PaleTurquoise
F DarkBlue Aquamarine
F♯ Sienna Indigo
G DarkGreen Burlywood
A♭ DeepPink ForestGreen
A Crimson Pink
B♭ Teal PaleGreen
B Beige Olive

Variation Coefficient
This is the most enigmatic of the categories, as I myself haven’t figure out quite yet exactly what I want this
to mean. I am trying to get at a quality of the sound that is a little less straightforward, that more or less
encompasses the "amount of audible variation" that is happening in any particular block of filtered audio.

My goal is to try to get at something similar to Pierre Schaeffer’s morphologies of sound, (e.g. Iterative
vs. Sustained vs. Impulsive) but quantifiable (page 91 of [2]). I know that it is quantifiable, but I have not yet
put in the requisite time to figure this out in great detail. For now, what I have done is generate a "Variation
Coefficient" for each block, and the process is as follows.

Firstly, the user defines a ChunkLength at the beginning of the program. The smaller the chunk length,
the longer it will take the program to generate a variation coefficient for each block. Therefore, for longer
pieces I have increased the ChunkLength.

We use ChunkLength to divide up a block into little chunks. We find the mean of the absolute value of
each chunk, which gives us the average amplitude for the chunk. We then find the average of the averages for
the block and the standard deviation for these averages, and call themAveAcrossChunks and StdAcrossChunks.
This gives us a "variation window". We can now categorize each chunk as being either "low", meaning it
has an average amplitude lower than AveAcrossChunks−StdAcrossChunks, "high", meaning it has an average
amplitude higher than AveAcrossChunks+StdAcrossChunks, or "mid", meaning that it lies between those two
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values. Then, stepping through the chunks, we keep track of howmany times a chunk has a different label than
the one before it. At the end of the count, we’re left with a number we can use for the Variation Coefficient.

Only one simple thing has been done with the Variation Coefficient in this current version of the program.
If it is below a certain predefined threshold, we get a small patch of grass instead of a building, regardless of
the average amplitude for the block.

Figure 3: the infamous "Nyan Cat" song by Daniwell. In this image, the city is viewed from the "back" as
the tallest buildings cover up most of the visually interesting stuff if viewed from the Southwest.

BlockSize = 10 B42, and ChunkLength = 0.5. B42

Plans for Future Development

I plan to leave the Average Amplitude and Note-finding components of the program pretty much exactly how
they are. However, I do plan to edit the way that colors are chosen, as things look a little bit garish right now
(although I do like wacky color schemes).

Eventually, I plan to use the Variation Coefficient, or other parameters yet explored, to change the shape
of the buildings in some way. I’d like the more varied blocks to have pointier buildings, for example. I’d
also like to randomly populate the green spaces with trees and park material, using a scaled-back version of
the park-generator that Willow, Spencer, Rania, Ben, and I made for class. At some point, if there’s time,
I would love to also experiment with different parameters that can affect the window population module. I
would also at some point like to put little cars and/or people on the streets and in the parks (respectively).

Stay tuned!
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Figure 4: the first movement of Dvorak’s Symphony Number 9. BlockSize = 30 B42, and ChunkLength = 3
B42
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